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of these texts don’t emphasize on how to produce code for a new
generation of stack-based virtual machine instruction sets such as
those for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [6], the Common Language
Infrastructure (CLI) [5], the Yet Another RubyVM (YARV) [8] or
WebAssembly.

ABSTRACT
For many students, code generation is the most demanding topic
covered in a typical undergraduate Compiler Design course. In this
poster, the author will present how he has successfully used the
fairly novel and promising WebAssembly technology in his course
in order to make the said topic more relevant and engaging for
learners. Once we have a compiler frontend that produces an abstract syntax tree (AST) and a symbol table for a given source
program, the code generation phase involves traversing the AST
and emitting the corresponding WebAssembly instructions in a
generally straightforward fashion. The code generation phase is
significantly simplified given that WebAssembly is actually an intermediate code for a stack-based virtual machine. The real machine
code is produced later by the WebAssembly runtime’s just-in-time
(JIT) compiler. During execution, the generated code may call functions written in a high-level language directly supported by the
runtime. This allows having basic I/O capabilities, like printing to
the screen or reading input from the keyboard. At the end of the
semester, students have authored the frontend and backend of a
fully working compiler that translates a simple C-like procedural
language into platform-neutral executable WebAssembly code.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW

Compiler Design, Code Generation, WebAssembly

In the first part of the course, students write the compiler frontend
which creates the AST and a symbol table starting from an input
source program. They do this by handcrafting in the C# programming language a recursive descent parser [1]. Afterwards, they apply
the visitor design pattern [4] to write the compiler backend in order
to traverse the AST and emit the corresponding Wasm text format
[7] instructions.
The generated textual code is translated into Wasm binary code
and executed using the Wasmer Python package [9], a Wasm standalone runtime. Wasmer also allows us to write a simple runtime
library using Python in order to provide basic I/O and memory
management facilities. Although Wasm only has direct support for
integers and floats, provision for strings and arrays can be achieved
by using a resource handle mechanism that is capable of interacting
with the runtime system.
Anecdotal evidence shows that this approach to code generation
has been well received by students. At the end, their projects are able
to compile to Wasm a variety of interesting programs, including:
converting to binary numbers, computing factorials, checking for
palindromes, and sorting arrays. More information available at:
arielortiz.info/sigcse2022
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WebAssembly [7] (Wasm for short) is a binary code format specification released in 2017. This technology can be implemented in web
browsers or standalone applications in a secure, open, portable, and
efficient fashion [3]. Wasm was primarily designed as a compilation
target, so using it for code generation in a Compiler Design course
is quite suitable and makes compiler projects more manageable for
students.
Code generation is a topic that has been extensively covered
in compiler construction books in the past [1, 2], although most
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